Living The Marked Life Series
You Are Marked For Blessing
Marked For:
• about to
•
happen
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• close
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• converging
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• deserving
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• drawing near
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• due
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• en route
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• instant
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• next
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• ordained
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• predestined
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advancing
anticipated
eventual
expected
fated
foreseen
forthcoming
future
gaining upon
preparing
progressing
prospective
pursuing
running after
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at hand
getting near
immediate
imminent
impending
in store
in the wind
in view
to be
up-andcoming

Set Apart, Planned, Earmarked,
Leviticus 20:23-25 (NIV)
23
You must not live according to the customs of the nations I am going
to drive out before you. Because they did all these things, I abhorred
them. 24 But I said to you, “You will possess their land; I will give it to
you as an inheritance, a land flowing with milk and honey.” I am
the Lord your God, who has set you apart from the nations.
Deuteronomy 10:8
At that time the Lord set apart the tribe of Levi to carry the ark of the
covenant of the Lord (God’s presence), to stand before the Lord to
minister and to pronounce blessings in his name, as they still do today.

Rev 1:6
He has gathered us into his Kingdom and made us priests of God his
Father. Give to him everlasting glory! He rules forever! Amen!
Jeremiah 1:5
“Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were born
I set you apart; I appointed you as a prophet to the nations.”
God’s MARK Works In Your Life through 4 Steps
Jeramiah 29:4-7, 11-13
“I had you taken from Jerusalem to Babylonia. (God works in Purpose)
Now I tell you 5 to settle there and build houses. Plant gardens and eat
what you grow in them. 6 Get married and have children, then help your
sons find wives and help your daughters find husbands, so they can
have children as well. I want your numbers to grow, not to get smaller.
7

Pray for peace in Babylonia and work hard to make it prosperous. The
more successful that nation is, the better off you will be…
10

After Babylonia has been the strongest nation for seventy years, (God
works in seasons)
I will be kind and bring you back to Jerusalem, just as I have promised.
(God works in promises) 11 I will bless you with a future filled with
hope—a future of success, not of suffering.
12

(God works in humility) You will turn back to me and ask for help,
and I will answer your prayers. 13 You will worship me with all your
heart, and I will be with you.”

James 4:6 God stands against the proud, but favors the humble.

